The following
anytime

size guide is offered to help you estimate what size storage unit you need. Additionally,

from 5'x5' to 10'x30'.
Have additional

ext. 21

Compare To

What can I store?

5' x 10' Storage Room

Walk-in closet

A couch, chair, chest of drawers,

50 Square Feet

$37*/month

10' x 10' Storage Room

Average size

Standard furnishings

100 Square Feet

bedroom

apartment
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10' x 15' Storage Room

Large bedroom

150 Square Feet
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Furnishings from a two bedroom apartment
small house without
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or washer and

$64*/month
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from a one bedroom

with a refrigerator

dryer, plus boxes and small items.
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mattress set,

boxes and small items.
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$75*/month

major appliances,

plus
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10' x 20' Storage Room

Small one car

Furnishings from a two or three bedroom

garage

apartment/home
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with appliances,

many boxes

and extras or hold a car or truck.
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or

boxes and small items.

200 Square Feet
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10' x 30' Storage Room

Extra long one

Furnishings from a four or five bedroom house

300 Square Feet

car garage

with major appliances or can hold a car, small
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truck or boat. This will hold the contents of a 40
foot moving van.
$116*/month
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Larger custom sizes as needed ...

* INDICATES

unit sizes

Remember the unit size also depends on how much access you need and how well you pack.

question? Feel free to contact us at anytime.-(716)665-2206

Unit Size

I

you can stop by

- our expert staff will be happy to show you the variety of unit sizes we offer. We have 6 different

SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED, ALL DEPOSITS ARE SAME AS RENT

